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A good girl's guide tA good girl's guide too
murdermurder
by Holly Jackson
As her senior capstone project, Pippa
Fitz-Amobi is determined to find the
real killer in a closed, local murder
case, but not everyone wants her
meddling in the past

TThe cheerleadershe cheerleaders
by Kara Thomas
Five years after a series of accidents
that left five cheerleaders dead,
including her sister, Monica's world
begins to unravel after learning that
the events of the past are not over

TTruly Deruly Deviousvious
by Maureen Johnson
When Stevie Bell, an amateur
detective, begins her first year at a
famous private school in Vermont,
she sets a plan to solve the cold case
involving the kidnapping of the
founder's wife and daughter shortly
after the school opened

TThe inheritanche inheritance gamese games
by Jennifer Barnes
When a Connecticut teenager
inherits vast wealth and an eccentric
estate from the richest man in Texas,
she must also live with his surviving
family and solve a series of puzzles to
discover how she earned her
inheritance

One oOne of us is lyingf us is lying
by Karen M. McManus
When one of five students in
detention is found dead, his
classmates--including an intellectual,
a popular beauty, a drug dealer, and
an athlete--are investigated and
revealed to be the subjects of the
victim's latest gossip postings

AAcce oe of spadesf spades
by Faridah áAbâikâe-
âIyâimâidâe
Devon and Chiamaka, two Black
students at an elite prep school,
compete for valedictorian until
anonymous texts reveal their darkest
secrets, forcing the pair to fight back,
as the cyberbully's game soon turns

deadly

Rules fRules for vor vanishinganishing
by Kate Alice Marshall
When Sara and her friends search the
forest for Sara's missing sister Becca, a
mysterious road unfurls before them,
where the ghost of Lucy Gallows
sends horrors and challenges in their
path to find Becca

TThe Headmasthe Headmaster's Lister's List
by Melissa De la Cruz
"Unable to remember anything about
the car crash that killed a fellow elite
prep school student, 18-year-old
Spencer Sandoval goes to dangerous
lengths to uncover the truth about
what really happened. 100,000 first
printing. Simultaneous eBook. "
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